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SGA takes unanilllous stand ·on fees
By Bryon Hayes
Comment staff

Over 45 students filled the
SGA Council· Chambers to
· discuss .the problem with the
The Student Government Congress, the SGA President
A.ssociation' s Congress has Marcia Medeiros, and Student
passed a resolution which urges Trustee F. Scott Longo.
the students of Bridgewater State Medeiros began by stating that at
the end of last semester, there·
College not to pay the proposed
was
$350,000 in the SGA Trust
$125 fee, which has been
approved by the Board of Fund, which is used for SGA
Trustees. This carrie as a result of projects. The administration then
the SGA meeting on Tuesday, asked that some of that money be
used to help offset the college's
January 31.
The resolution stated, "the financial deficit.
"The SGA did not want the
Congress · resolves that the
money to be used for this
students of Bridgewater State
purpose," said Medeiros. "We
College should express their
wanted to use it for projects ori
protest of the impending $125
campus."
Currently, the SGA is
fee. by refusing to pay it, and
looking
for
ways to · use this
sending the bill to the Governor's
fund.
office." This passed by a
cont. onp. 3
unanimous 14-0-0 vote.

The Comment's view p. 6&7

Welcome to the real world-

Supporters- of the SGA's resolution were on hand in the Council Chambers, Tuesday. The
·-·resGlution supports the student's protesting of the imposed $125 bill which all students of
the college will be expected to pay. (Staff photo by Michael Abusheery)
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By Angcida ~~~,.~,~,~~:, .
Comment staff
· · '. ·' ·
About 500 students received
their master's and bachelor's
degrees in front of a well~packed
auditorium last night.
After the famous "Pomp and
Circumstance" processional, the
Reverend Bob Connors gave the
invocation and blessed the
students.
Dr. George A. Weygand,
Marshal of the College continued
the ceremo'nies with the
meditation.
He told the graduates to
continue to establish goals for
·themselves and· work towards
them. "Your university is now
the universe," he said:
He
concluded by saying 11 Education
never stops," and wished them
well on their journey.
Next, Dr. Adrian Rondileau
presented A. Theodore Welte,
president of the Metro South
Chamber of Commerce.
Welte addressed the students by
talking about former BSC
gradu.ates who have become
successful. "Now it's your trim

. t9 ·l,laye an• impact oJt tn~~r!~9~f
··,~a~8iemrld.'';·, · ,:~ . -..

Swim team victorious

··fHr' eii:t·i8fRde1tt-s··leok ··forward

He then. spoke about the many
job opportunities in the Metro
South area. "There is a land of
opportunity in your own back By Angela Cornacchioli
yard. Take advantage of it."
Comment staff
He also said,"Tonight is a
major milestone in your life.
The word is finally out.
The hard work has paid off."
Project S:P.f.R.I.T. stands for
Welte then gave points on how
Student Planners Initiating Resito succeed in life. "Look for the
dence Improvements Together.
good in all people. Logic will
The Residence Hall Council
not change emotion, action will.
has outlined the following as
"Enthusiasm is contagious.
goals for the campaign: Instill a
Maintain a healthy body; feed the
sense of pride and appreciation
brain. And lastly, spend time
within residents toward their
with those who love you, and
respective halls; floors, and
your family, who supported you , apartm.ents; limit damage and to
through college."
He .concluded by telling the
graduates to remember the college
motto: Not to be ministered
unto, but to minister.
"Remember that as you. follow
in the footsteps of BSC graduatys By David Flannery
and make your mark on the Comment staff
world."
One female graduate summed
In the January 26, 198.9 edition
The night up with the message
of· The Comment, Dr. John
on her cap reading "Thanks
Jah_oda, professor of zoology~
M+D." ~om and Dad.)
allowed the newspaper to run a
letter that he wrote to the Vice
President of Student Services,
Martha Jones. In this letter,
Jahoda a*edJones to call on the
rest of the Bridgewater State
College community, particularly
Annoucements
14
student organizations· and the food
By the Way
2
service, ·to stop the use of
11
Calendar of Events
Styrofoam
products.
Campus Conversation - - 8
Jahoda, an "instructor ·of a
Classifieds
14
Comics
10
course known as the "Biological
Edltorlal
6
Environment," is calling for a
Entertainment
9
ban on styrofoam products, such
Here & There
4
as cups and plates, because of the
Letters
7
Sports
16
chloroflutohydrocarbons (CFC's)
that are released
by :these

to new enthusiasm with project
reinforce student responsibility
and commitment to community·
living; highlight residence hall
student groups, and to introduce
policies like the Dippers
Program.
Project S~P.I.R.I.T. kicked off
Wednesday night at the SheaDurgin Hall with "Residence Hall
Rap" with Mela Dutka and Tim
Millerick.
One of the items .discussed was
the introduction of the Dippers
Program as a project that will

allow ~tudents _of Shea".Durgin
the opportunity to repaint their .
dorm doors. Residences at
Woodward will be able to repaint
the lounge area in the basement.
The events planned for month
are: February 18, Woodward Hall
Dippers Day; February 19,
dippers df:ly at Shea-Durgin; the
week of February 13, a newsletter
will be available to residence hall
students highlighting student
leader p0sitions and student leader
profiles.

College professor taking .measures to save
the environment .by not using Styrofoam

Index

The Beach Boys
and Chicago
come to Worcester

·

products during their manufacture
and disposal processes into the
atmosphere. CFC's play a major
role in. the depletion of the ozone
layer and are known to add to the
"Greenhouse Effect"
Jahoda describes the depletion
of the ozone layer and the
"Greenhouse Effect" as "two. of
the most potentially threatening
environmental ,problems we
face. II Because o{:: this, he has
asked the All College Commfttee
to support .a ban On .styrofoam
cups and other containe~s and to
call· on campus organizations to
purchase environmentally safe
containers instead, such as those
made out of recycled paper.
So ·far, campus supply has
cooperated with the request and is
now allowing their current

cont. onp. 4

:._~,:;

Dr. Jahoda (Staff photo by
Martha Thomson)
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Meet the Presi dent

'By tfie Way ...
1989-1990 Financia l Aid Form Ready
The financial aid forms for the 1989-90 school year are
now available in the Financial Aid Office in Tillinghast
Hall and various locations throughou t the campus
(residence halls, commuter lounge, Boyden Hall). Any
student seeking financial assistance for the next school
year needs to complete and file this application with the
College Scholarship Service in Ne"Y Jersey. .
. .
Students are advised that there 1s· an Apnl 3 prionty
deadline date set by the Financial Aid Office. Students
wanting to apply this financial aid to their fall semest~r
bill, will need a complete application on file by the Apnl
3 deadline.
A complete file consists of a completed and processed
Financial Aid Form, a Bridgewat er Financial· Aid
application and appropriat e 198.8 tax_ r~turns. ~11
appplications received after the Apnl 3 pnonty date will
be reviewed on a. rolling basis.
Students are encourage d to seek assistance at the
Financial Aid Office for any questions they might have
regarding the completion of their fonns.

Dr. 'Adrion Tinsley - visited Bridgewater State College on Thursday, January 26. The purpose
of hBrvisit was to meet the people· who make and run the college. Tinsley is the first
wcrrtran President of the colfege, ·and will be the President who opens·the 150th academic
yeo~.in the fall. (Stoff photo ~y Mi~hael Abusheery)~

c·orre ctions ·Policy
Readers are enco_uraged to call tQ the Editor's attention factual errors, or errors of omission by calling The
Comment, 697-1200, ext. 2159, or by·writing; Editor, The Comment, S. U. Building, BSC, Bridgewater, MA,
02325. When justified, correc~ons wiHbe.published promptly and candidly. ·~
_J:he Comment's goal ls to produce a . high-quality newspaper, measuring up to, or exceeding, industry
~ley.p.µ&ds in every possible way.. Your assistance in accomplishing this goal is greatly appreciated.

Sigma Chi Recipien ts of Award
The Sigma Chi Fraternity Chapter at Bridgewate r State
College was awarded its fifth Peterson Significan t
Chapter award at the Sigma Chi International Fraternity's
41st annual Leadership Training Workshop . The
workshop was held at Northern Illinois University .in
Dekalb, Illinois from December 11to14, 1988.
The. award, named for the former Internation al
President of Sigma Chi J. Dwight Peterson, is awarded
annually to those Sigma Chi chapters which perform
well in all areas of chapter operation. Such areas· include
public relations, Schola.rship, finances, campus involvement, and community service. .
This year, a total of 31 eha>teYS earn .
., ' '. ; '
<
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Thought for the Week
"Happiness is like time and space-- we make and
measure it ourselves; it is a fancy-- a$ big, as little, as
you please; just an idea of contrasts and comparisons."
- George. du Maurier

THE FAR SIDE

The student body has spoken.·
U.S. Department of Health & Human Services

~

By GARY LARSON

1980 Chronicle Features

Dl9trlbutod by Unlverool Preas Syndicate

"For 12 perfect years i was a car chaser.
Pontiacs, fords, Chryslers.... I took
th~m all on ... and yesterday my stupid
oWller backs over me In the driveway:•

:Z - 2.
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SGA resolution supports the protest of the impending fee
cont.fromp.1
Medeiros then stressed the fact
that this "is not a one time fee,"
and that "they, (the administration,) could ask for more next
year." She said that the time for
action is now, for if petitions are
not signed, and the students do
not make an active stand. "we
all be charged in the fall."
Currently, Bridgewater is in
the process of joining a coalition
with the University of Massachusetts, Boston. This coalition
will be a conglamoration 9f stat~
schools and universities who will .
join together to try and make a
stand for higher education.
"Higher education is no longer a
SGA President- Marcia Medeiros (center), explains to the 45 students what they can do to help protest the $125 bill which
highpoint on the agenda of the
.
is being levied against all the students of Bridgewater State College. (staff photo by Michael Abusfieeryi).
·- ·
state," said Medeiros. She would
like to see it returned to a better happens." Longo asked students
problem of whether
not this
their bills (contracts) were already Governor Dukalcis.
standing.
to put in the needed effort to
increase will cause them to paid in full.
Longo expressed views similar make this idea work.· By not
change 'categories' in their finanThe one point Millerick
Patrick Pearce. the Chairman
to Medeiros~ but was surprised by paying the $125 bill, he believes
cial aid requirements. Millerick
wanted to make clear was that the of the Congress, stated that in
the student's response. "I voted that the administration and the
said that he did not believe it
administration is not to blame for order for this plan to work, there
no on the motion, but I did not state will realize that they cannot
would affect it drastically.
this fee; its the state legislature, must be strong student support.
think students would care about get all the needed finances from
The fee being imposed will
the Regents, and the Governor. "Everyone must do it (drop off
it." He also said the the .Board of the students.
help the college get through this
"The Trustees are only following their bill). It will send a message
Trustees did not expect such a
Timothy Millerick, the SGA
current semester, said Millerick.
orders. The Regents send them to the government officials.
response, either.
advisor, questioned the ramiLast semester, over 45 fewer
messages as to how they will get Otherwise. this plan will not
"They tend to think of the fications of not paying the bill.
courses were offered. The original
funding· and handle situations," work." He urged the students to
students as 'blind sheep' who One of the problems can occur
estimate was to have 60 to 75
said Millerick.
show some leadership, for there
would conform to this request, with a student's financial aid.
courses cut
The plan the SGA is is better support in a large
and pay the bill," said Longo. He
"If you do not pay the bill,
Millerick also reminded those
constructing would have students, number. than 1'with .a few
also views this fees as one in you will not be able to get your
present that the Trustees have a
when they receive their bill, people."
which students pay more, but financial aid:' stated Millerick.
legal right to use the funds which
make a copy' of it for their
receive less.
"But, if you say you will pay the
fall under the BSC financial
records, and then take the original
The bills are scheduled to be
When asked if he intended to bill, students will get their
umbrella. Earlier, Medeiros had
bill and drop it off at the SG A sent out to the students
starting
not pay ·the bill, Longo replied financial. aid, and they will take
stated that she and the Congress
office or at the Comment office. on February 8, and are
expected
that ..I have not figured out my the $125 out of it."
were looking into the legality of
The bills would then be mailed to to be turned back in, paid, at
the
finances yet. We'll see what
Several students questioned the
charging students a fee, when
the Statehouse, addressed to end of February.

will
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[i This is your last chance to apply for a Resident ~~
Assistant position for the 1989.., 1990 academic m~
t year. Pick up your application today in the
t office of Student Services, or see your Resident t
ml Director. Don't miss out on a great opportunity.
@1

f

Join

Yea rbo ok

r

•All Applications and Rec_ommendations•
mus be completed and returned
to Student Services byWed.,Feb. 8

-.fi!Lsli Wednesday

and get into the fun!

•We need staff members!
•Organization/Greek group photos
Appoint ments being taken for
Wednesday, Feb. 15, 3 - 8 pm.

at tfie Catfio{ic Center
Mass Scfietfufe:

7 am (w/ coffee and tkinuts after) ..
12:10pm
4:10pm
7pm
:Feb. 8

•Questionnaires are due from all
groups by Feb. 10.
•Staff meetings are Tuesday at 6 pm,
at the Yearbook office (behind The
Comment)
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Spring, already?

Here & Ther e
INTERNA TIONAL= =======
Soviet's Pullout From Afghanistan
Soviet troops continue to leave Afghanistan, while the
final 11 United States Embassy personnel are leaving the
country, and arriving in New Delhi, India.
The departure of the embassy personnel, however, did·
have some minor problems. According to John
Glassman, the man in charge of affairs, "we had a near
collision 10 minutes into the flight." The charter jet came
with in one mile of hitting a Soviet transport plane.

New Israeli Ambassador Chosen

Although- it may seem like spring. it is actually Februarv. Students, however, ~ook advan
toge of the warm weather while it lasted. It was the perfect day to get outside and study,
as welf as relax. (Staff photo by Debra Willis).

Controlling Styrofoam usage at Bridgewater State
cont.fromp. l
food service manager, David
supply to be consumed, but will
Zeoli, agreed to supply Jahoda
not be purchasing anymore cups
with the information that he
of any kind in the future. Jones - requested. The food service
supports this and sent a copy of
supports the idea of eliminating
Jahoda's letter to SGA President
the use of Styrofoam products
Marcia Medeiros. The SGA
containing CFC's and dismissed
Congress acted in response to the
the extra cost fqr safer. materials
.letter by passing a motion which
as insignificant.
banned the use of styrofoam by
the SGA and at activities
The containers that the food
sponsored by the SGA.
service will now use are made out
of a styrofoam that does not
According to Jahoda's letter,

contain CFC's.
Also, members of the food
service point out that even these
materials are only used at special
outdoor occasions or if the dish
washing system inside breaks
down.
Overall, the response to
Jahoda's letter calling for a ban
on styrofoam seems to have been
well received.

Natan Sharansky, a former Soviet Jewish dissadent,
had been selected to be Israel's next ambassador to the
United Nations. Sharansky was chosen by by Foreign
Minister Moshe Arens.
Isrnel radio stated that Sharansky had not officially
been offered the nomination, but government sources
had confirmed the offer. The nomination must be
approved by the Cabinet, and by Shimon Peres, the
head of the Labor Party.
The United Nations Ambassadorship is an important
diplomatic position for Israel, for it requires the envoy to
protect the rights of the Jewish people against
international criticism.

NATION AL==== ======
North's Trial Underway
The trial of Oliver North began on Tuesday, January
31, with the selection of seven possible jurors. The

ffiiT1*~~'"'~d

ignored the happenings ofthe Iran-Contra
Hearings.
The first five candidates, which were interviewed
before the seven possible jurors, were dismissed by the
United States District Court Judge, Gerard Gesell. This
was because these five had read or watched testimony
concerning North's testimony. Overall, there will be 12
jurors selected, with six alternates.
North, the former White House aide, is being charged
with 12 counts of lying to Congress, accepting illegal
contributions, and the destroying of official documents.

Population Is on a Downward Trend
S~nd

a message to your roommate, friend or significant other. FREE OF
CHARGE The Comment's Valentine to our readers. Deadline for all
submissions is Monday, February 6, at 5 p.m.
·~J.~ ~• . ~p ·
Submissions must be legible and in good taste.

,
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According to the Census Bureau, the population of the
United States will begin to decline within the next 50
years.
·.
.
Gregory Spencer, a Census .··analyst,. stated the the
women of the "Baby Boom" of the 1950s and 1960s
"are out of their prime years in child birth." Projections
for the year 2038 are estimated as 302 million, the peak.
ye.ar in the cycle. By 2058, the total population will have
decreased to 292 million.
"Deaths will have outnumbered births by this time,"
said Spencer.

~~!

LOCAL ====== =====

.
· Message

·Bridgewater Involved With Pilgrim

.

.
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Ari emergency evacuation plan has been proposed to
help soothe the evacuation plans for the towns around
the. Pilgrim Nuclear power plant. Bridgewater could
become a·"reception center" for a large part of thepeopie
in the five towns around the plant.
The people would be checked out and decontaminated
at the Bridgewater State College Kelly Gymnasium. The
town and state are looking into the problems surrounding
this matter. Pilgrim has been shut down for the past
severaldayS, due to a pressure leak in a steam pipe. .
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Congression al Motion #117,
. ·s'" lfit~sed by the S:G.A on,,ja,nuary· 3):
~~~a~
The Student Government Congress has· resolved that·:
the students of BSC should express their protest of the i
impending $125 fee by refusing to pay it, and send the bill:
·to the Governor's Office.

Watch for flyers, posters and demonstrations ..
For more information, contact the SG A Office.
697-1200, ext. 2167 or 2168.
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V ie w po in t
A bat tle in which stu den t's
mu st come out victorious
Student s of Bridgew ater State
College , are you satisfied with the
college' s current policy of "Pay
more for Less?"
Can you justify paying a charge
of $125 dollars extra, just to make
it through this semester?
Sometim e in the next week, every
student at Bridgew ater State will be
sent a bill from the college. While
tliey haven 1t pinned a name on it, it
is·,· in reality a "Bailou t Fee,"
supposedly to maintain the status
quo of BSC's program s and
services.
Tuesday , the Congres s of the
Student Govern ment Associa tion .
passed a resoluti on which stated

Student s at UMass- Amhers t, and
Salem State are also fighting a fee
increase, and Bridgew ater needs .the
full support of the number s we
know we can amass.

y

M

()
If you think that paying the bill
rJ
will solve the problem , you're
sadly disillusioned.
There is nothing that says, if we
pay this time, that the powers that
be will not be back next semeste r,
next month, or next week, looking
for, and expectin g to get, more.
The tuition hike went through last
year, because not enough students
stood up and said no.
If we do not talce a stand now,
that organization's opposition to the problem
is only going to get
this process , and asking the progres
sively worse, at an
..students of the college not to submit .
increasing rate of speed.
,to, this short-te rm solution for a
Furtherm ore, if only a handful of
problem which, while not being the
people come through on this, they
college's fault, is not ours either.
will be beaten . into the ground.
Seeing no logical alternat ive to
Strengh , and success is depende nt
Jh~$ recourse, we fully support the
on numbers .
J~oJ1gress in this matter.
.,,
There are those who are under the
Somewh ere in the past decade,
unpressi on that they have D:O choice". .. the Americ an student has become
ouno pay the bill.
quiet and docile.
·:'.,The truth is that there is. achoice,. .. . The powerfu l spirit of student
J'u,t.it is importa nt to take advautage. _ ~ctivism has sat back and ignored
ot this option en nJ!IS~e~ _,,,.,,. ·--· : ._::...:~---·· "fue situation, n~,~fOIJ.Qojgng~,* ,.....
The SGA -Congress, ~nd. The... . . We strongly urge you to become
"Conlln.ent are asking all students to, .· .. part of this stand.
brihg your bills to our offices when
_· ..• Watch for .fliers and announc eyou get them.
inent; attend your SGA Congres s's
It may be wise to keep a copy fo;i; .c-., :meetings J11esdays at 6 p.m.,. af\4 · To the Editor.
"with this biological evidence (emphasi s
y.our records,. but turn the orig;~µc:\J ... ,Jpostim portantl y ...
I am writing to you in response to Jeff mine) life is present upon conceptio n the
i,n...to be delivere d to the Statehouse,:· · Neither ·yoi1 .nor your fellow
Tucker's column in the Jan. 26 issue of whole issue of privacy changes
~hoWiing that we will no longer put · s_tudents can afford for you
The Comment. I applaud Mr. Tucker for dramatic ally" points to a faulty
to
~p~;~.yi,t}l this treatmen t at tl}:.e hands
. abandon this c~:use.
talcing on such a controversial topic while assumpti on which he makes.
oft~~.state.
Don't pay the ''Bailout Bill.".
attempti ng to avoid the. emotion al
The biologica l commun ity has almost
argument s all too often employed on. all as many definitio ns of life ss it has
Letter$ SuJ?mi~sio~
sides of the issue. At the same time I professio nals in the ffol<l, and no one. has
. ..~The. Comment welcomes your Letters to the Editor. Our Letters page is a forum we
strongly disagree with. botµ his argument yet been able to pinpoint. the momentl ife
'. p:i;o.wlly make ~vailable for the benefit flfour readership.· To..facilitate our being able to
and .hi.$. concl.usion. . , .
begins. If theY. had. th~ whole aborfon
-s~~~~Qur readers more efficiently, we ask.that several gtiidelines be followed
His basic prelllise was that the Supreme question would have b·~en solved.. If they
when
•f>f>eparing your letter.
..
CourCs original decision_ regarding the had, the Supreme Court would have
.••, ~ 1. All submissions should be typed. o;r neatly handwritten.
Roe v. Wade case should be rethought and allowed biologica l evidence . T~rn whole
2. Please keep letters to a limit of aiw.roximately 250 words.
reversed· because it did net take imo . reason such evidence was no~: :!!lowed to
3. All submissions must be recieved in our.office by noon Monday for
ace.aunt biologica l evidence. Further, he enter in th~ original decisio:1 was that
publication on Thursday.
feels that N,Tassachusetts should outlaw there in facL is no such agfeemcn t among
, ·,; ·
4. The Comment reserves the tight to edit all submissions for grammar,
abortion except when the mother's iife is · biologist s.
spelling, and length. It is expected that an author will check his/her own
in danger, the pregnancy was caused by
The condusio ns that are made from this
submission for accuracy, and the Commf?nt cannot be responsible for factual
rape or incest,· or the fetus suffers major premise o~en a· can of worms that I
errors within letters.
birth defects.
believe you would not want opened. 3y
" 5. All letters must include a signature and a phone number for varification.There is a major flaw in Mr. Tucker's following the definition which that would
·unsigned letters will be''hetct·one vvMk, and discarded. J'hey wlll·noib.e"
argument -that calls into question much of advocate . if a woman suffered a
published unless they are signed. ·
what he later develops. His statement that cont. onp. 7
·

s

Abortion col um n is 'fla we d'
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All take and no give is not how to run the college
Editor-in-Chief gives full support to the SGA's resolution'
OMNIBUS
By Bryon Hayes
Comment staff

"I'm mad as hell, and I'm not gonna

take it anyrr.ore."
For too long now, the students have
been asked, by the officials in the system
of Higher Education, to pay for the
financial shortfall which the Commonwealth of Massachusetts is experiencing.
But no more. Students are getting sick and
tired of their screw-ups. Students are
finally willing to act.
This week the SGA Congress passed a
resolution which said that "the students of
Bridgewater State College should express
their protest of the impending $125 fee by
refusing to pay it and sending it to the
Governor's office."
As a student of Bridgewater State

College and as Editor-in-Chief of the
Comment, I fully support this course of
action. And it is time other students on
this campus give the same support.
Those students who claim that there is
"nothing they can do about it" and "that's
life" have to be the most simplistict
naive, and useless students on campus. It
is people like this who give other students
a bad reputation. One of being apathetic.
What the students of this college have
to realize is that if they do not take a stand
now, and tell the Government that they
cannot solve all of the fiscal deficit
problems by· getting the monies from the
student, the Government will continue to
.squeeze us dry. And student ineffectivity
· will win again.
Student Trustee F. Scott Longo stated
that the Board of Trustees viewed. the
students as "blind sheep" who would pay
this bill without any questions. They did
not expect any opposition. The Trustees

would have been right, was it not for the
fact that certain students are concerned.
The viewpoint of students, by the
Trustees, is that they are there so that
higher education officials can take money
from them. Thi~ should not be the case,
but it is. If you do not like this
viewpoint, then change it.
The students on this campus who think
that petitions and demonstrating are. the
SGA's way of avoiding the topic are
hapless and utter morons. If you disagree
" with this statement, then prove it to me.
Take a stand! Do not sit back and let the
state run how effective your education will
be. Take your bill, and drop it off at the
Comment or at the SGA office. Let the
State. Legislature know that you do not
approve of being used to solve their
problems.
_ This semester, they take $125 from us
to offset the $300,000, as well as give
money to areas they felt were "over-cut"

last semester. That's right. The original
request was raised from $25 to $50 to $75
and then to $125. All in the course· of one
semester. And by the end of this semester,
look for another "fiscal crisis fee. 11
Next year, the same scenario is being
forcasted; students paying fee upon fee
upon fee. One after the other. All because
the Regents and the state know they can
get the money from the students. We
will be paying money and receiving very
little in return. More courses will be cut
next year, for there is another shortfall on
the way. Anyone who tells you that this
will not happen is wrong.
Student group action is the key to
putting these money-hungry ogres in their
place. Without it. we will fail, and they
will win. And all students across the state
of Massachusetts can call themselves
losers. And we can begin this namecalling with those apathertic "blind sheep"
they call students at Bridgewatet.

•
A response to a columnist's stance on abortion. issue
cont.from p. 6
· miscarriage, not only would
she suffer the emotional trauma
of the loss, but could potentially
be faced with manslaughter
charges, at the very least. She
could be brought up on these
charges regardless of the reasons
for the miscarriage, and the
investigation alone would be
traumatic.
~'~'J\li*''.'"·~. some women lose the

pregnancy ill .the first few weeks,
how would. you enforee laws to
protect those unborn citizens?
How would you enforce laws to
protect those fertilized eggs that
do not attach themselves to the
uterine wall? Don't think I'm
overstating things -- after all,
according to you, they have life
at this stage.

Respected scientists have
argued for centuries over when
life begins, without success.
Your determination that it begins
at conception is no . worse or
better than the determinations
others have made.
The beginning could be the
individual cells, (including sperm

and unfertilized eggs), at manifest itself? At birth? An
conception, at the moment the hour after birth? When the defect
egg attaches itself to the mother, is detected? You would enter into
when aheartbeat can be detected, . the same type
problem the
when breathing or brainwave question of abortion raises.
activity begins, when the fetus
develops to the point that it could
Second, who determines when
function outside the mother, or the birth defect is severe enough?
when birth ~ctually takes place. You say it should be. a "licensed
All these options have been medical doctor." Should it be an
seriously advanced by reasonable obstetrician? A specialist in the
experts in biology. All these birth defect?
A general
options also have their flaws.
practitioner? How much say do
the parents have? 1 t.
·
Another problem Ihave with
your argument hinges on the last
Third, what constitutes a
of the exceptions that you allow.
"major birth defect?" Multiple
Sclerosis? Blindness? Being
You said that you feel abortion without limbs?
Mental
could be an option if "major birth retardation (if so, how m:uch
defects (were) present in the retardation is allowable)?
unborn cliild." This presents
quite a problem if one is to
Under a totalitarian regime one
follow your line of reasoning.
might make a case for certain
ethnicities being birth defects.
First, since it's alright to This has happened already
abort, (in your terms, kill), an elsewhere in the world.
·
unborn person with birth defects,
it is thC~fore acceptable do the
I find one point that you make
same to a penon wllo bas.~ to .have more merit, however.
been born.
You staie that in three and one
If you deny that· statement, at half weeks after conception the
what point· does the difference fetus begins to ·demonstrate a

of

'°

regular heartbeat. This, you say, moment of birth, we can not
is one of the three signs used to agree on how much earHer it
detect ·life. The other two, began.
brainwaves and breathing are.
detectable at 11 weeks.
Morally, I must live with
Some would argue that to be decisions I make on this issue, as
alive, all three signs must be you must live with ·your
present, whether we talk about a decisions. If there is . some
fetus or about an accident victim. afterlife. we must be williµg to
This, I think, you could make a face those consequences as well,
much stronger case for being the but it is not up to me to m3.ke
m?m~ntl~fe begins; But, .li~e I ,,.~nother person's .. decisiqfl··/ox.....
said, there can be ar&tJ111ents made : .them, when. there is JW
at any ste~ along the proces8fdt . ''biological· conclusion." .. ,
it being the 0 beginning. ff
' should it be up to you.
. ·· ·

Nor

The Rae v. Wade decision was.
a wise.one, legally and· morally~

The views you present, I 1car;i
since no one has come up· with respect, until you try to' force
the definitive answer to the your "reasonable positionif
me. Though well-thought-out,·1
question you raise.
disagree, and feel as I imag~ne
Legally, it makes sense you would feel if I were to
because it did not base itself on legislate my position upon you.
the more subjective views which The Roe v. Wade decision· still
both you and I have presented, makes sense because it allows all
but instead focused on the more reasonable persons to disagree
objective issues which it was with each other, discuss with
proper for the justices to address. each other, . and decide. for
themselves.
. Morally, it made sense that,
Russell Dougherty
although all reasonable people
Class of 1985
agree that life has begun by. the

on

A view of the George Bush ina_ugural gala
COMMENTARY

By Jack Co!cman
Comment staff

The excitement from .the
transition of presidential power
has stubbornly subsided and
the Bush administration is
digging in for what should
prove to be four nasty years.
The ·inaugural itself was a
non-event of the highest order,
a glitzy spectacle that would
have brought a blush to Marie
Antoinette. As some 300,000
gleeful Republicans looked on,
secure in the knowledge that

their money was making
money while they were
celebrating the continuation of,
ah, democracy in America,
several thousand street people
looked on, for once with the
best seat in the house. Three
weeks later, the cleanup crews
are still picking up -- $25
million buys a lot of confetti.
In all. the excitement,
nobody noticed that sh.ortly
before the swearing-in
ceremonies, newly ascendant
television talking head Pat
Sajak had been switched with
Dan "Blood and Guts" Quayle,
not even Q_uayle's wife

Marilyn. Mrs. Quayle was
picking up right where fashion
maven Nancy Reagan left off,
with the hot new "Laura
Petrie" look.
President Bush went on, in
his address to blather on about
his kinder, gentler nation of
the future·, words that are likely
to he remembered alongside
"light at the end of the tunnel"
and 111 am not a crook." Is he
even aware that the implication
behind his beloved phrase is
that we've not been so kind and
gentle under his predecessor?
After the ceremonies
concluded, the. great-granddad of

the neo-conservative movement, Ronald Reagan himself,
was winging his way to
California, a trip he has
become accustomed to in the
last few years. Conspicuously
absent from all the·speculation
·about what Reagan will do
now was the expression
"well"deserved rest." Rumor
has it that he is considering a
job offer from a southern
California television station,
to fill an opening for an upbeat
weatherman. After all, he's
convinced so many Americans
that it hasn't rained for years.
Chances are, however, that

he won 1t have time for that,
with a1·1 the work he and
several dozen ghostwriters will
have on Reagan's autobiography. The publisher's
· advance of $7 million ought to
do wonders· for his memory.
In the meantime, we'll miss'
Ronald Reagan; the killer of
trees and welfare queens in
I Cadillacs; ·.the man who turned
: the lie .into a misstatement.
He'll be missed the way· the
·Italians miss· Mussolini. II
Duce had .the trains running on
time, too, but with one
important difference -- he could
. find Italy on a map.
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''It's not fair, but I think
we have to Iive with it.
There is no other place
where they can get the

money from. 11
T'om Beedle

11

I don't think ies fair at
least in the middle of a
semeste'r1 because we've
already paid our bill. My
pareil ts are. going ·to pay
it, butif there is a W<tY to
dispute it,.I would.if
Amy Cyr

c
A

Thursd ay 2/2

Friday 2/3

M
p

u
s

Saturda y 2/4

Sunday 2/5

Monday 2/6

M
E
N

u

Tuesday 2/7

Wedn~sday

Breakfas t

Lunch

Dinner

Assorted juices/ doughnuts
Cold cereal
-Fresh fruit
Scrambled eggs/ sausage
Pancakes/sy.rup .
Toast/butter/jelly

Chicken noodle soup
Cheese pizza
Beef potpie
Chili con came
Wax beans

Chick~n

Assorted juices/ doughnuts
Cold cereal
Fresh fruit
Cheese omelet
Waffles/syrup
Toast/butter/jelly

·Clam chowder
Fried chicken
Tuna noodle casserole
French fries
Cauliflower

Clam chowder
Baked fish/ lemon sauce
Stuffed mariicotti
Potato au gratin
Peasi onions/ corn

Assorted juices/ dou.ghnuts
Cold cereal
. Eggs to order
French toast
Toast/but~er/jelly ,

Vegetable beef soup
Meatball sub
gravy

Potato puffs
Mixed vegetables

Vegetab;e beef soup
Beef burgundy
Fried clam roll
Onion rings
Ca.rrots/ green beans

Assorted jui~es/ doughnuts
Cold cereal
Eggs to order
Waffles
Toast/butter/jelly

French ~mion soup
Roast beef on bulkie roll
American chop suey
Home fries
Broccoli

French onion soup
BBQ chicken
Bacon burger
French fries
Zucchini in tomato
Cauliflower

Assorteq juices/ doughnuts
Cold cereal
Fresh fruit
Cheese omelet
Waffles
Toast/butter/jelly

Soup dujour
Beef pot pie/ sauces
Grilled r~uben on eye
French fries
Peas

Soup dujour
Pepper ~teak/ oniori sub
Ham steak/ pineapple
Scalloped potatoes
Carrots/ green beans

Assortedjui ces/ doughnuts
Cold cereal
Fresh fruit ·
Scrambled eggs/ bacon
Pancakes/syrup
'Foast/butter/jelly

2/8

Chic~en croqu~ttes/

noodle soup
Baked chicken
Maccaroni & cheese
Boiled potato
Green beans/ ha.con bits
Mixed vegetables

Assorted juice~/ doughnuts
Cold cereal
Fresh fruit
Cheese omelet
French toast
Toast/butterf.ielly

Clam chowder
- Meatball sub
BLT sandwich
Mashed potato
Zucchini & tomato

Corn chowder
Tacos
Chicken pot pie/ biscuits
Mexican com

Clam chowder
Fried cod
Lasagna/ meati;auce
French fries
Broccoli

Com chowder
Roast sirloin of beef
Ste* night
Baked potato bar
Chinese mixed vegetables
Wax beans
Chicken cutlet/ grayy
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Cali forn ia and Illinois mee t at Wor cest er Cen trum

Chicago and the Beach Boys take the stage with oldies and their most ·recent hits
By Bryon Hayes
and John Burns
Comment staff

Two legendary bands took to
the stage on Wednesday, January
25 to play to a near-capacit y
crowd at the Worcester Centrum.
The show combined the Southern
Californian sounds of the Beach
Boys with the Illinois-rock style
of Chicago.·
"America's Band," the Beach
Boys, got the show underway
with "California Girls," introducing the "Beach Boys Cheerleaders," a corps ot~pom-pommed
and pony-tailed students from
. UNLV and Memphis State
University.
Al Joline and the ."Boys"
swung back to the age of
suntans, surf boards and backstreet drag racing, c.oncentrating
on most of their old standards,
much to the delight of the crowd
which ranged from as young as 5
or 6 to those who were· around
when the band first hit the charts.
Brian Wilson, absent of late
from the· Beach Boys line-up,
appeared for part of the first set,
leading the band through "God

Only Knows," and "Surfer Girl"
and performing several numbers
from his recent solo album.
Medleys
their ever-popular
"car songs"· and "surf tunes"
included "OTO," "Little Deuce
Coupe," "Shµt Down," "409," "I
Get Around," and "Little Old
Lady from Pasadena" in the
former, with "Surfin' Safari,"
"Surf City," and "Surfin USA"
making up the latter.
A rendition of "Good
Vibrations" demonstrate d the
Limelcss form the band still
maintains, before yielding the
stage to the second act.
Chicago, riding high at the ·
top of the charts, opened with
their third career number one
song, "Look Away," from their
album "19." They then reached
back to their. early material for
classic songs such as "Saturday
in the Park," "Beginnings, " and
"Color. My World." Chicago.
however, concentrated most of
their material fom their last three
alOums.
Robert Lamm and Jason Scheff
have assumed the lead vocalisf
role, since t-he departure of Peter
Cetera in 1985. Scheff, whose

of

voice is a near perfect double of "Hard Habit to Break."
Cetera's, carried the songs "Hard
The trademark of the band,
Habit to Break," and "Stay the their horn section, was in full
Night," as well as the classic "25 swing. It was most notable on
or 6 to 4."
their older material, such as
One aspect which makes . "Make Me Smile," and the 1983
Chicago a unique band is that on hit "Hold On," a trailer from their
many songs, there is not one song "Hard to Say I'm Sorry,"
dominant lead singer. Unlike and "Along Comes a Woman."
many bands, which tend to have
Not to be out-done was
one main vocalist, Chicago guitarist Dwayne Bailey.. His
combines three to four members, guitar solos on "25 or 6 to 4,".
Scheff, Lamm, and Bill brought the crowd to their feet.
Champlain, to sing lead. This
The two groups combined for
proved effective on the songs
an encore which spanned a five
"Will You Still Love Me?" and song set, which included the

Beach Boy's second number one
hit "Kokomo." The songs which
followed were •'Midnight Hour"
to Chicago's "Feeling Stronger
Every Day," a cover of Martha
Reeves and the Vandena•s
"Dancing in the Streets," and
ended with the Beach Boy's "Fun,
Fun, Fun."
Chicago has been making its
inark on the music world for over
20 years, and that trend will
continue into the 1990's. The
group is once again finding
success, although in a pop ballad
fashion.

PSYCHO LOGICA LLY
YOURS

Cou rt case opens door
for psychology majo rs
Contributed by
Dr. Richard T. Colgan
Professor of Psychology

interest in psychoanaly sis were
restric_ted from joining the
international association.
The settlement opens up new
Do you know the difference · atjd greater professional opporbetween ·an optimist and the tunities for the psychologist and
pessimist?.
the growing recognition ·of
An optimist goes to the professiona l parity with
window every morning, and says, psychiatrists . Additionally , it
''good morning, God." The could help psychologis ts win
Pessimist goes to the window and hospital privileges and other
says, "good God, morning."
forms of professional recogf!.ition. ·rt would occur, part~c;u:
Last year closed on a larly, in states that have laws .
momentous note for many' restnctmg psychologis ts from
psychologist s; and perhaps many providing in-patient hospital
psychology students. Under the services.
terms of an out C>f court settleThe escalating violence on the
. ment of an anti-trust lawsuit part of the juvenile gangs in the
brought by four psychologist s 1 a United States has resulted· in
half-century of discrimination by some new and shocking findings,
the medical psychoanal ytic and calls for more '.'get tough"
establishme nt against psycho- measures. Last year, the volume ·
logists seeking psychoanaly tic of juv.eq.ile admissions was the
training is over.
highest since . 1977. This
Under the terms of the happened, despite the fact th~t the
agreement, the psychoanaly tic size of the juvenile population
association agreed that 40% of its has been steadily shrinking.
training slots will be filled by
The highest custody· rate, 779
psychologi sts
and other per 100,000 was owned by the
non-medica lly trained mental land oflaw and order: the District
health professional s. Before_ the · of Columbia. Four years ago. the
lawsuit was filed, American averag~ age of a gang member
psychologist s with a professional con't top. JO

· College students take a plunge into the Maelstrom at Disney World in Fla.

Disney offers special to students
By Caitlin Andrews

Space Mountain?
Imagination, one can see the
Disney World offers a large
future. The adventures include
variety of attractions. In the
spaceship Earth, Living Seas,
Magic Kindom there is an · and Iforizons which features a
Believe it or not, there are
attracting adventure called the
just five weeks. til the beginfamily living in the lifestyle of
"Big Thunder Mountain Rail~
ning of spring break. How
the 21 century..
road." This ride hurtles passenmany students want to go to
The grand finally at Epcot is
gers along in a western styled
Florida, the state with suna 20 minute lazer., fountain,
roller coaster and passes an
shine, beachest orange groves
and firework display, far better
impending . avalanche and
and Disney World? How many
than any fourth of July
waterfall..
students are going? Disney
celebration. The show begins
Meet the Big Cheese· who
World is tempting students for
. at 10 p.m. each night.
turned 60 years old, of course
the month of March, by giving
Disney Break tickets are
undergradu ates ·with their
the fellow we all know and
available at the Magic
love 1 Mickey Mouse. This
college I.D. a discount into the
Kingdom and Epcot Center.
park.
middle-aged rodent has stolen
The Magic Kingdom hours are
That Bridgewate r State
·the hearts ofmany. His picture
9 a.m.-9 p.tn., March 1-12; 9
College I.D. .could save
or. othet such souvenirs can be
a.m.- 10 p.m. March. 13-17; 8
vacationers nearly half the
found in almost any dorm
a.m.- midnight March 18- 31.
regular admission .price} into
roorn. ·He is\ the cartoon king.
Epcot Center hours are 9 a.m.· the Magic Kingdom and Epcot
When visiting the Magic
10 p.m. March 1•17; and 8
Center.
Kingdom; one can · meet
a.m.- 11 p~m. March '8-31.
Not only is Florida a . Mickey· arid his friends.
A two .day special Disney
warmer and sunnier. place than. · At the Epcot ·center visit
Break '89 ticket available for
Massachusetts during Mar.ch-eleven nations from around the • $30.95 offers savings with
it provides more unique
world and get some culture,
admission .on separate days to
excitement like Space Moun-:
food,. and souvenirs. Also at
·each of the two parks. In
tain ih the Magic Kingdom.
Epcot, guests can -see "Captain
another offer, students pay
Which would you prefer- a ride
EO.. the 3-D musical movie
·only $19.95 for one day at
down to the Cumberland
either attractiOn, saving over
starring the rock star, Michael
Farms for milk, or a ride on
the regular $28 admission.
Jackson. At J oun~ey .into

Comment staff
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by Berke Breathed
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"Rock, paper, scissors"
By Caitlin Andrews
unresolved conflict' The work in
Comment staff
this show is based on the
"Rock, Paper, Scissors" is the international children's game
title of Denise Weaver Ross' called "Rock, Paper, Scissors" in
exhibit which is in the Campus which one child has the right to
Center art gallery till the end of punish the other based upon a
this week. This exhibit is one of sequence of randon chance. The
the many art shows which come drawings portray two siblings in
to the Bridgewater community, crisis, where one sibling, in order
sponsored by the Campus Center to free herself, must place the
Program Committee.
o.ther in grave danger. "The
Ross received her Master of installation will present a
Fine Arts at University of resolution or an aftermath to this
Massachusetts, Amherst and crisis."
completed her undergraduate
The next time anyone is on
degree from Wheaton College in break and floating around the
Illinois. Ross is an installation Campus Center, stop by the art
artist who frequently exhibits her gallery. It is located on the third
work in the Northeast. She also floor of the Union. The gallery is
works as a computer graphic open from 10 a.m.- 3. p.m.
artist.
,, , ,,,,,.,,JdQQ'1ax- :Etid;,t~ r.°JZWt._1\.8!''
She describes her work
admission charge. Come and
figures in situati~ns of risk and experience it yourself.

as "...

Discrimination lessens for psychologists
con'tfromp. 9
was 15; last year it was 13.5.
Nine out of ten juveniles were
held for offenses that would be
crimes if committed by adults.
_The societal engineers who
made ·our · schools surrogate
parents to stem the tide· of the
· increased violence finally
admitted they cannot compete for
either the attention or attendance
of 9, 10 and 11 year-olds who
make $200 a week being
lookouts for crack (cocaine)
houses. As a matter of fact, many
of our schools are the incestuous
breeding grounds of juvenile
gangs, according to law officials.
Police officials in Los Angeles
have called for the reformation of

THl•DSIDI

By GARY LARSON

THI FAR SIDI

By GARY LARSON

THI fAR SIDI

By GARY LARSON

the entire juvenile justice system
to hold youths accountable for
their illegal actions. In the
Commonwealth of Massachus~tts, the average cost per
resident for one year in 1986 was
$44,100,' which prompted one
taxpayer to exclaim, "it would be
more reasonable to send them to

Harvard."
Psychology majors and minors
should remember that the annual
Eastern Psychological Associa..
tion meeting will be held March
30 to April 2,. at ttae Boston
Marriot Copley Plaza ... :Those
interested in student membership
in EPA should see Dr. Richard
Colgan, room 330, in Burrill
Aca~emic Building.

THI •AR SIDI

By GARY LARSON
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.. 'That'• fine,' I said. 'Good
I sakl But no,
you had to go and htt the chilel OM more time."

"Pie trapl '" We're In Zubutu. eountry, all right."
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Calendar of
events
Art
The Museum of Fine Arts,
Boston will present "Italian
Etchers of the Renaissance and
Baroque," a loan exhibition
which surveys the role of etching
in Italy from about 1520 to
1700. This unprecedented
exhibition
feature prints of
well-known Italian artists such as
Parmigianino, Federico Barocci,
and Annibale Carricci. The
exhibit is on view through April
2 at the Museum of Fine Arts,
465 Huntington Ave: Boston.
For more information, call (617)
267-9300 ext, 446.

will

Blood drive
The Greek Council is sponsoring a blood drive Tuesday,
February 14 from 10 a.m.- 3
p.m'. in the Campus Center
Ballroom. The drive · will
continue on Wednesday, February
10 a.m.- :f p.'m. in the Campus
Center Ballroom and from 3
p.m.!- 8 p'.m·.- at Shea/ Durgin.

Music
BJ.m Skala Bim will perform at
the Paradise Rock Club, 967
Commonwealth Ave., Boston,
Frid,ay, February 3. This show
will be for those 18 and over and
· features Bop (Harvey) from
Lansing, Michigan. This will be
the. first Boston show in 1989 for
Bim Skala Bim. The group has
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CYtl.!?

been on tour all over the States
and across the Atlantic in
England and Scotland. Their new
album "Tuba City" is being
released on the same day as the
performance.
I OdN'T JlltJIJ ltJHY
/'/'} t!llYJ/IG. / 'l'J

Poets
Poets can now enter a new
poetry contest with $11,000. in
prizes. The Grand Prize \s
$1,000. and the First Prize $500.
In all, 152 poets will win awards
and national publication. The
contest, sponsored by the
American Poetry Association, is
open to the public and entry is

JUST CRYING.'

/~

~

A)

free.
"Student are often winners in
our contests, and we would like
to see more students' poetry,"
said Robert Nelson, Publisher for
the Association. "We want to
find undiscovered poets and give
them the recognition they ·
deserve. This year our winners
will be published and publicized
to the uunost of our power."
Poets may enter the contest by
sending up to six poems, each no
more than 20 lines, name and
address on each page, to
American Poetry Association,
Dept. CT-22, 250 A Potrero
Street, P.O. Box 1803, Santa
Cruz, CA 95061-1803. The
contest remains open until June
30, to allow students ample time
to enter during spring or summer

con't top. 13

Hy with the ·finest.
Get your career off to a flying start. Become a
Marine aviator. If you're a college freshman,
sophomore or junior, you could qualify for
our undergraduate Officer Commissioning
Program and be guaranteed flight school
after graduation. All training is conducted

during the summer: There are no on-campus
drills .. Plus, you receive $100 a month during
the school year.
Seniors can qualify for the graduate Officer
Commissioning Program and atte.nd training
after graduation.

This is an e4cellent opportunity to prove you~
self amongst the best and start off
making from $17
to $23,000
a year. $~e if you measure up.
Check oilt the Marine Corps Offi- ~~
cer Commissioning Programs.

tooo

SOPHOMORES~
JUNIORS and SENIORS. . . To inquire about our Gua.ranteed Aviation
as wel 1 as our Ground, Law and Women Officer Programs, see Capt . Mike Dunford
inront ·of the Bookstore on. MondaY and Tuesday, February 6th and 7th from 10: 00 - 2 :.00
or call collect (617) 451-3012.
·

FRESHMEN,
Pro~ram

-~."
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The Mighty Lunch Hour - Featuring

The Dating Game
Sign up at the info booth
to be a contestant and win a date
in the Rat, 12 - 1, February 14
Sponsored by CCPC

"Maru and Dad,u taken on Martha':::; Vineyard is just one of the photos on exhibit at the
Clarence Kennedy Gallery.

Photography exhibit

•

Ill

Cambridge

New Portraiture newest show at Clarence Kennedy Gallery
A group exhibition of
photographs entitled "New
Portraiture" will be on view at
the Clarence Kennedy Gallery
from January 18 - March 4,
i-----0~~-d-e_r_y_o_u...
r ...
co...;.;l...;.;le;;;;;;g;;;;;;e;;;;;;;;;;r·1;;;;;;n;;;;;;g;;;;;;N;;;;;O=w;;;;;.==:;;;;;:;;;;;;;i 1989. "New Portraiture" explores
a range of approaches and styles
that have been done in recent
years by photographers using
Polaroid film.

JoSTENS
AMERICAS

Date

FEB

6

TO

9

Time.

COLLEGE

10-3:00

RINGT•

Deoosit Required.

$30

Payment Plans Available

Place·

OUTSIDE BOOKSTORE

C!CB§Jiil

Meet with your Jostens representative for full details See our complete nng selection on display in your college bookstore
.....,....~~--~~~------~~--~------------~~~73~9{C~P5~26~S8~9)....J

This exhibition honors the
Sesquicentennial, or the 150th
anniversary of the invention of
photography. Virtually from the
beginning, photography has been

well established and little known
photographers. In addition to
those already mentioned, the
show is also comprised of works
by the following: Eric Bedell,
Elsa Dorfman, Micaela Garzoni.
Jean Louis-Losi, Martha Pearson
Photographic portraiture has Casanave, Gail Rebhan. Linda
flourished unabated since the Troeller, Tom Young, Helene
1840's. Whether made for Guetary and Patrice Casanova.
documentary, commercial, or
The Clarence Kennedy Gallery
artistic purposes, portraiture still
is
open to the public Tuesday
represents the pre-dominant use
through Saturday from 11 a.m.
of the medium.
"New Portraiture" is a broad until 5 p.m. There is no
survey of work created by both admission charge.

used to create likenesses, or
portraits, which until that time
had only been possible in
paintings and were largely the
privilege of artistocrats and the
very wealthy.
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Calen dar of
events
con'tfrom p. 11
break. Poets who enter early will
be invited to another contest with
another $1,000. Grand Prize.
Each poem is also considered
for publication in the American
Poetry Anthology, a leading
collection of contemporary verse.
During
six
years
of
sponsorship the American Poetry
Association has run 28 contests
and awarded over $112,000 in
prizes to 2,850 winning poets.

begin a new study group
beginning in Lent. The group,
led by new Protestant Chaplain
Doug Williamson, will m~et
every Sunday evening (except
those Sundays before Mondays
on which classes do not meet),
beginning February 12, for the
remainder of second semester.
The group will meet at 6: 15 p.m.
at the Fellowship's house at 29
Shaw Road (across from the

library).
The group's first few sessions
will focus on a book entitlied
"Letters to Marc About Jesus,"
written by theologian-pastor
Henri Nouwen.
Sound interesting? Books will
be supplied, refreshments (desert)
served, and all members of the
B.S.C. community will be
welcomed to the group. Please
join us, beginning Sunday,
February 12.

Spring Fever

With the warm weather, many
people are thinking of spring.
The New England Flower show
will be welcomed at Boston's
Bayside Exposition Center March
4-12. Presented by the
Massachusetts Horticultural
Society, the Spring Flower Show
is the country's longest running
flower show. This year's theme Theatre
is, "T.G.I.S.: Thank Goodness
The Zeiterion Theatre's Folk
It's Spring!" The spring show
Music Series will feature Aztec
hours are IO a.m.- IO p.m.
Two-Step and Patty Larkin on
weekdays and Saturdays, and 10
a.m.- 8 p.m. on Sundays. Tickets Saturday, February 4, at 8 p.m.
Aztec Two-Step will perform
to the show are $7 for adults, $6
their
twin guitar sound, and Patty
for senior citizens, and $2 for
Larkin,·
"a new wave woman folk
children aged 6-12. For more
singer"
will
open the evening of
information call (617)262-8780.
contemporary folk music.

THE SIGN Of GOOD CENTS
Where else but UPS could you earn:
• $8-9/hour to start
• steady part time 3 to 5 hour shifts to fit your school schedule
• full time benefits for part time work
• chance for advancement for men and women alike
• get paid to get into shape
• no experience needed

•and more!
UPS makes good cents. United Parcel Service has facilities in Norwood,
Brockton, Watertown, Dartmouth, Dennis, Sagamore and Warwick, RI. Call
(617) 762-9911 for more information on the location nearest you.

~J!f.?i!r'!!~~L

For more information on

Study group
The Christian Fellowship atBridgewater State College will

SERVICE

~

~"

Always an Equal Opportunity Employer

tickets, call the Zeiterion Box
Office at (508) 994-2900. Tickets
are also available at all

Ticketmaster locations.

·l

'The ·'Bric{gewater
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Bridgewat er State College's student literary magazine is back!
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1989 edition, this spring.
~
Drop off your entries* at .9Lrts !}\?view office, I
0

0

stories, b/w

or ~:;:~~n;!:::::e~:::i:::~~n.

I

*All submissions should include a title, .(avoid "Untitled"), and name for return.
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Classifieds
Spring Break to
Nassau and
Paradise IslandFrom $299. Package includes:
Roundtrip air, transfers. 7
nights hotel, beach parties, free
lunch, cruise, free admission to
nightclubs, taxes and moret
Cancun packages also
available! Organize small
group, earn free trip!
1-800-231-0113 or (203)
967-3330.

BAE Computer
Needs responsible student to
represent our computer. Incentive bonus plan. Interested
persons please send resume to
3563 Ryder Street, Santa
Clara, California 95051.

Four Openings for
Girls
Kitchen privileges. Please call
697-7477.

Singing
\Vaiters/W aitress
\Vanted

Run Your Own
Summer Business
Gain valuable experience while
making good money. Average
earnings $8000.00 Positions
filling fast. Call Robert
Martwick at 1-800 922-5579.

Harbor Cruise Ship - Spirit of
Boston hiring for '89 season.
Auditions February 5, 11 and
12. Singing and dance
experience preferred.

Cruise Ships -

For more information and
audition times, call 542-2974
Monday through Friday 9-5.

Now hiring men and women.
Summer and career opportunities (will train). Excellent

pay plus world travel. Hawaii.
Bahamas, Caribbean, etc. Call
Now! (206) 736-7000 Ext.
367C.

Advertise
In the Comment. Talk to
Steve or John about placing
your classified. For more
information call 697-1200
ext. 2158 for details.

Announcements
Conservation
Internships
The Student Conservation
Association has over 800 expense
paid professional internships
available for the summer and fall
of 1989. Opportunities arc
available with the National Park
Service, U.S. Forest Service,
Fish and Wildlife Service, Bureau
of Land Management, and other
federal and state agencies.
Opportunities include backcouqtry patrols, working with
wild and endangered species
research, visitor assistance, and
,many others. Positions are
available throughout the United
States.
For more information contact
The Student Conservation
Association, P.O. Box 550C,
Charlestown. NH 03603. (603)
826-5741.

Orthopedic
Examination Clinics
The college Health Service will
be providing muscular, .bone, and
joint injury assessment clinics to
students of the college community. Feel free to stop by the
Health Service Office in Tillinghast Hall to make an appointment with orthopedic physician
Dr. Scott Oliver for any of the
following dates: Mondays,
February 6 and 27,April 10 and
24, and May 8.

Work, Study,
Travel Overseas
Seminar
OnMonday, February 13, from
3-4 p.m. in the dial access
lounge of Maxwell Library, there
will be a seminar on work, study,
and travel overseas.
If you've ever thought about
any of these, here's your chance
· to learn the specifics you'll need
ff/when you actually do it.
Susan Hall of the Council on
Int.. mational Educational Exchange (CIEE), will be here to
discuss all aspects of.· these
excit;.ig options. Susan works in
the Boston Office. CIEE · is

America's oldest and largest
company specializing in student
and budget travel, and offcrs a
tremendous variety of programs
and services.
This ·seminar is sponsored by
the International Studies Office,
International Club, and the Career
Planning and Placement Office.

are positions open in Europe, the
Far East, South America, and
Africa.
Positions include waterfront,
sports, dramatics, pioneering and
nature, arts and crafts, and music
and dance. In most camps,
English is the language used.
But. some camps do require
fluency in French, Spanish,
Greek, Italian, or German. There
is a $100 application fee.
·A complete packet of
information on the positions,

available at Walt Disney World
and Disneyland. Auditions are
being held around the country.
with the closest spot to BSC in
New York City, on February 4
and 5. A handout with
requirements. what to do and
bring, callback, notification
dates, and salaries is available in
the CCP Office.

MESTEP (Math, English,
Science, Technology Program) at
UMass-Amherst. A special 15
month M. Ed/ certificate program
for 1989 graduates with majors in
English, Science, or Math starts
June 5. The program is 15
months long, and includes an
internship in private industry, and
an opportunity to earn
..,pproximately $18,000 during
internship period. The. deadline
for.this program.is March 1.

with an application is available
in the CCP Office or by writing
to Meribcth Gcrmino, Director/
YMCA
Abroad,
ICCP
International Camp Counselor
Program, 356 West 34th
Strcct~3rd Floor, New York, NY
10001. (212) 563-3441.

is presently recruiting for a
variety of summer jobs.
Applicants must be 18 years of
age, and United States citizens.
Positions are located in Lowell,
MA, and training will be

Information about this is in the
CCP Office, or contact Richard
Clark, Di~cctor, MESTEP,
School of Education, U of Mass
at Amherst, Amherst, MA
01002. (413) 545-1574.

Please come to the Office to
pick up a spring schedule which
includes a description of the

MESTEP for
Graduates Who
Want to Teach

admiss1on·s process and requirements. The school is located in
Lowell. MA.
The seminar will be held on
Wednesday, February 8 frq~ 12-1
p.m. in the Martha Dennison
Rondileau Room of the Maxwell
Library.

Career Plannin~
Announces Hours

Summer Jobs
The spring '89 hours for the

-~~IDRj.-..tmgyg~x~quiJ:~.,aiQng;,., · ,. LQw~}t,.1-J~~Jlj~~f.!~~~~Gal~UilallliQiW:·~a.JMW~--re,~,;l&~~,~~·'.~~~J.k;;lr°'~'l'1~~

Do You Think Your
Physically Fit?
ROTC challenges you to
workout with us and see if you
can match our standards, Monday
and Friday mornings, early, 6
a.m. sharp. We hold physical
training at Stonehill College's
new athletic complex.
For more information call
230-1026, or speak with any
ROTC cadet on .campus. All are
invited to workout and run wiLh
us.

Career Planning's
February Workshop
Schedule

workshops and the locations.
Please remember to sign up one
week in advance.
February 9: 2-3 p.m. Grad/Prof.
School Application Process.
February 15: 2-3 p.m. Resume.
February 21: 6-7 p.m. Resume
February 28: 3-A:30 p.m.
Interviewing

Disney World
Auditions

provided.
The deadline for filing is
February 15, 1989.
For more ionformation, call
(508) 459-1000. Lowell National
Historical Park is. an Equal
Opportunity Employer.

Phi Sigma Sigma
Sorority
We would like to thank all of
those people who were so

suportive during the recent loss
of our sister, classmate, and
friend Terry .Aucoin. Your
kindness and thoughtfulness was
greatly appreciated.

Phi Sigma Sigma
Congratulates

Disney World has announced
upcoming auditions for summer
Terry Dunn of Wakefield, after
employment. ·If you play a
musical instrument, Disney winning the $250 raffle. The
World is holding an audition on proceeds benefited the National
Friday, February 10, from 9 a.m. Kidney Foundation.
to 5 p.m. at Boston University.
are walk in auditions.
These
YMCA Seeks Camp There are
positions with three
Counselors for
bands in Walt Commonwealth
musical
different
Overseas Positions
Disney World, Fl or Disneyland, School of Law
, CA. The positions are about 11
The YMCA International Camp weeks· long, and housing is
Considering law· school? Bruce
·
Counselor Program (ICCP) is provided.
l'felson, (a 1969 BSC graduate)
currently accepting applications
One year and summer contracts from the Admissions office
for overseas positions. Deadline are available for singers, dancers, be here to inform students about
to apply is February 15 .. There and performers. Positions are his .schoors program and

will

are: Monday through Friday 9
a.m. to 5 p.m. and Tuesday . .
evenings 5 p.m. to 8 p.rn.
Tuesday nights will start January
24 and end May 16. The office is
located on the ground floor of the
Rondileau Campus Center.
Walk-ins are welcome. If an
appointment is desired, please
call (508) 697-1328.

Library Bulletin
Board Regulations
Dr. Owen T.P McGowan
Librarian, has issued th~
following regulations governing
the student use of bulletin boards
in the Clement C. Maxwell
Library.
Notices must be related to
college activities.
Notices must be stamped by the
library secretary before posting.
Otherwise, they will be removed
from the bulletin boards. It is·
requested that standard grammar
and spelling nonns be observed.
Those posting notices are
responsible for removing them
when they are outdated.
Notices should be on
posterboard and should be no
larger than 15" by 18'' nor
smaller than 5" by 7".
Notices of activities which Will
continue throughout the Year
should nevertheless be changed
from time to time--or. they run
the risk of being overlooked.

.No more than three (3) notices
of the same activity may be
placed at the same time on the
library bulletin boards.
The library reserves. the right to
remove any notices· considered
inappropriate.

\
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Strong showing by L~dy Bear swimmer~
con't.from p. 16
1:06.99, with McMackin and
Saliba following in 3-5 places,
thus making the score 137-132
BSC.
'
In the final event, the 400
freestyle relay, Westfield entered
only one team, but a win would
have meant a tie meet. BSC
would have none of it as
Kozowyz, Lambert, Anderson,
and Murphy combined for first
place with their season's best
time of 4:03.66.
Peterson,
Sugrue, Collette, and Toler took
third and BSC posted its first
victory of the season.
At the meet McMackin's split
time in the backstroke leg of the
400yd medley relay set.a new
BSC record, 1:06.64, and

qualified her for the ECAC
Championships at Springfield
College in March. Her 1:15.78
in the 100 breast stroke, :29.75
in the 50 butterfly, and 1:07.8 in
the lOOyd individual medley also
made ECAC cuts. Murphy made
ECAC's with a :31.82 in the 50
backstroke, a 1:08.52 in the 100
backstroke, and the 1:06.99 in
the individual medley. Anderson
also qualified for ECAC's with a
:30.9 in the 50yd butterfly.
Kozowyz's times in the 200 and
500yd freestyle events made. the
New England Division III
Championship cuts.
Against Salem, BSC's 200yd
medley relay of Murphy,
McMackin, Anderson and Brooke

Burgess won with a 2:03.45, just
.2 off the team record. Lambert
and Sugrue placed 2-4 in the
1000 free, then Kozowyz and
Weldon took 1-2 in the 200
freestyle. Murphy and Saliuba
placed 1-3 in the 100 backstroke,
both turning in season's best
times.
Dolan took first in the
one-meter diving in very close
competition, then Stephanie
Kozowyz and Heather Weldon
combined for another 1-2 finish
in the 100 free. Murphy and
Saliba placed 1-3 in the 200
backstroke, both turning in best
times of the season, then
Anderson and Lane combined for
a 2-3 finish in the 200 breast

stroke. Lambert and Sugrue took
a 1-2 sweep in the 500 free
while Anderson and Toler placed
2-3 in the 100 butterfly. Dolan
continued dominance in the
springboard, as she won the
three-meter event in another close
contest. In the 200 individual
medley, Murphy and Lambert
combined for a 1-2 finish and
BSC closed out the scoring with
a 200 free relay win posting the
victory over Salem.
At the meet Kozowyz qualified
for the ECAC's in the 200
freestyle with her personal best
time of 2:07 .96, and she made
the New England cuts with her
:59.00 in the 100 free style.
Murphy qualified for both the

ECAC's and the New Englands
with a 2:28.74 in the 200
individual relay. Lambert also
qualified for the New Englands
with her personal best in the
1000 free style with a time "of

12:21.93.
The coaches expressed
admiration for the team's
accomplisments . The team has
an excellent chance of achieving a
winning season as they match up
well against their four remaining
opponents: UMass Boston;
Worcester Polytech; Babson; and
Plymouth State. They also feel
the team representingBS C at the
New Englands will be much
stronger, and they look to
improve on their 17 place finish
of last year.

Women's Basketball team splits two
But, the Lady Bears are still in the running for MASCA C
Contributed by

rebounds. Eight of the eleven
rebounds were defensive but even
those rebounds could not help in
the effort against the stronger
Salem Sate team.
Kelly Schraber was the second
highest scorer with 12 points on
the night. Schraber made two of
five. three point attempts. Kathy
Malkasian also added to the effort
with five defensive rebounds and
eight points. Unfortunately the
efforts of the team came up short
as Salem State did win 74-58.

Ronda Davis

against Fitchburg State last
Tuesday January 31 at Fitchburg
where they won the game 68-41~
bringing their MASCAC record
up to 5-1.
Connie Devries lead the team
with fifleen points and a solid
defensive performance. Katrina
Antonellis had the second highest
scoring with 14 points and Lynn
Makasian was close behind with
13. The team had a 22 point lead
at the half and built .it up to 27

~'

Contributed by
Ronda Davis

Men's Basketba ll

Women's Basketba ll

BSC 71 Nichols College 64

Salem State 74 BSC 58

Salem State 79 BSC 77

BSC 68 Nichols College 41

:'·Women's Swimmin g

Women's Gymnast ics

BSC 150 Westfield State 136

Salem State 158 BSC 143

BSC 96 Salem State 44

Brown 173 BSC 143

MIT 79 BSC 6.1

.'.
~

/\ :

'

brings his personal record t0 1 7-2
for the season. O'Donnell is the•
team captain and a catalyst for the
tc.am. He's a senior, as
as
ari All New England Wrestler
' from last year.
February 1 is when the team: ·
i:neets Rhode Island College, ·31
home in their fii:st :1hotn:e". .
competition.· R.I.C. is last..y<¥~S
New England Champs, and a
fonnidable opponent.
Unfortunately, the t~~~ ·•is
further handicapped ·by', tw'6
additional injuries incurred, in
Monday night's meet. They will
face R.I.C. with onl:y . eight
competitors.

well

On Monday,fanuary 30 the
Bridgewater State :wrestling
Team lost to Trinity' a:nd ·West··
New England ·Colleges. · The
team started the season with 14
men, but, due to injuries, they
went into the contest with o.nly
ten. Coach Kip Harms said that
the Bears, "worked very hard but
just couldn•t pull out the win."
One bright spot for the team
was Rob O'Donnell's performance.O'Donne llwonboth of his
matches for. the night. This

'
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Intra mura l Update (
By Angela Cornacchioii
Comment staff

Push It squeezed by the.
Hansons 3-1. In the final game

of
the
night,
The
Good-A-Guys defeated the
Macaque-heads U-6.
This Sunday night the
action continues:
7:00 The Hansons vs the
Millionaires (large gym) and
The Flock vs Team Italy
(small gym.)
7:45 Push It vs The
Individuals (large gym) and
.Fivestar vs Team Portugal
(small gym.)
Th,e Individuals defeated
8:30 The No Names vs
Milwf1,ukee 'sBest 6-1.although
M.Hunter's team (large gym)
and
the game was cut short due to
the
Pythons
vs
an •injury to a Milwaukee· Good-A-Guys (small gym.)
9: 15 The Macaque-heads vs
play~r. Team Italy easily
Milwaukee's Best (large gym). ,
defeated the No Names 14-1.
The Intramural Coed Soccer
program got underway Sunday
night with seven action packed
games being played.
The scores for the evening
were: The Flock beat Fivestar
5,.2. :ream Portugal won 8-1.
against the Millionaires. who
playe~. well considering they
were. short a few team
members.

-·
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BRIDG EWAT ER Sr11ATE ATHL ETICS

Strong show ing by Lad y Bea r swim mer s
Contributed by
Joseph Y eskewicz
The Bridgewater State
Women's Swim Team hosted
MIT and Salem State in a
triple-dual meet last Saturday,
defeating Salem State 96-44 but
losing to MIT 79-61. The team
now has a 2-4 record after
defeating Westfield State 150-136
last Wednesday.
At Westfield. BSC opened the
meet with their best time this
season in the 400 yard medley
relay, with Michelle McMackin.
Erin Lane, JoAnne Anderson,
Stephanie Kozowyk turning in a
4:36.2 for second place. Karen
. Saliba. Nicole Collette. Kerry
Toler, and Heather Weldon took
third place. Heather Lambert and
Julie Knibbs took 2-3 in the
1000 free style, then Kozowyz
was touched out in the 200 free
style, despite turning in her best
time of 2:08.15. Kathy Sugrue
and Weldon took third and fifth
places~

Denise Murphy got BSC's first

event victory in the 50
backstroke with a :31.28, with
Saliba and Knibbs placing third
and fifth. Lane, Collette, and
Tara Dolan took 1-4-5 in the 50
freestyle, then Toler and Michelle
Peterson placed 2-3 in the 100
butterfly. Dolan scored second
place in the one-meter diving,
scoring her season's best total,
177.85. Sugrue, Weldon, and
Knibbs finished 2-3-5 in the 100
freestyle, closing the scoring gap
to 80-82 Westfield. Murphy and
Saliba combined for 1-3 places in
the 100 backstroke puting BSC
ahead 104-95.
BSC took 2-3-5 in 50yd
butterfly with McMackin,
· Anderson, and Peterson. Tara
Dolan took another second in the
three meter diving with a
personal best score of 191.05,
and Westfield regained the lead
12,6-124 with two events
remaining. Murphy regained the
edge for BSC with a close win in
the 100 individual medley,
turning ·in her personal best of
.
can't top. 15
'

Nearing o helping hand: Stephanie Kozowyz nears the edge of the pool where fellow team
mate Denise Murphy waits to help her out. The team went on to win against Salem State 96
to 44. (Staff photo by Paul Cournoyer)

-

Gymnasts record belies their "real" spirit
_ _ _ _ _ , , _ _ _ _ _ 'd p;J~ce ~n~

Commenta ry
By Tom Magee .
Comment staff

If you just looked at the 0-3

It's a long and
strenuous season'~
-Coach Andrea
Kelleher-

the b;;:., ·

Senior co-captains c,a,
Hannigan and Teresa Spencer
gave their usual strong
performances for the team while
Brenda Glover came through with
excellent scores to help in the
effort.

record of the Women's
Gymnastics Team it would
The best way to describe the
appear that they were having a
very disappointing season. That. team. Meanwhile, Branco had a effort at every meet and practice
however, is not the case. If you back injury reappear, and was is through .the 'team effort'. If
the team needs someone to
want to see how the team is· unable to perform.
pedorm on the bars despite injury
performing then look at the
According to trainer Pat Taylor or inexperience they will. If the
and
numbers
individual
performances, that is where· the most of the other gymnasts are team needs someone to give an
working with injuries, back and all out effort on the floor
true courage and spirit of the
ankle are the most common, exercises, they will. When the
team can be found.
from over use. Coach Andrea team needs peopl~ to cheer them
Kelleher pointed out that the on, we should.
the
A perfect example of
season begins for the gymnasts
the
team's determination was
If you want to observe true
in October with training and their
Salem
versus
meet last Saturday
a
is
it
out;
th~n you should have been
wear
pride
to
begin
bodies
tough
a
always
are
who
State,
season.
Kelly Gym last Saturday
the
straining
in
very
Salem
just
than
More
opponent.
after the meet. The talk among
Sfate, the team had to fight
Despite all. of the· factors the gymnasts was not of 'what if
injuries and illnesses that had cut
working against the now six or 'only if bµt what is next. The
their numbers severely.
woman team they came out and pride was evident in the smiles
gymnasts faces.
Heather Swedis, the team'stop scored their second highest total on the coach and
the fact that
in
pride
of
Smiles
respectable
very
a
season,
the
of
gym11ast, had sprained her arikle
and then
100%
given
had
they
Salem
the
Unfortunately
143.5.
days before the meet and
somehow performed on the bars State team scored 158.l and .took some.
for the team, giving all she the meet.
The success of this team can
could. She usually performs in
One of the outstanding be measured better by the
the all around, all events. So, the
a
fact that she could only perform ' performances of the meet came obvious pride and unity than by
board.
a
on
score
or
record
from freshman Gina DiCarlo
in one event cut her usual 30
points down, in the final who, coming off of a sprained
The team's next home meet is
ankle and only perfonning in her
standings. Kimberly Berardi and
February 4. All fans of
on
for
second meet, scored the high
Melissa Branco were also out of
are encouraged to
on
7.9
gymnastics
the. meet due to illness and the team, 30.85, with a
show the same
should
We
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